Influence of HEK293 metabolism on the production of viral vectors and vaccine.
Mammalian cell cultures are increasingly used for the production of complex biopharmaceuticals including viral vectors and vaccines. HEK293 is the predominant cell line used for the transient expression of recombinant proteins and a well-established system for the production of viral vectors. Understanding metabolic requirements for high productivity in HEK293 cells remains an important area of investigation. Many authors have presented approaches for increased productivity through optimization of cellular metabolism from two distinct perspectives. One is a non-targeted approach, which is directed to improving feeding strategies by addition of exhausted or critical substrates and eventually removal of toxic metabolites. Alternatively, a targeted approach has attempted to identify specific targets for optimization through better understanding of the cellular metabolism under different operating conditions. This review will present both approaches and their successes with regards to improvement of viral production in HEK293 cells outlining the key relations between HEK293 cell metabolism and viral vector productivity. Also, we will summarize the current knowledge on HEK293 metabolism indicating remaining issues to address and problems to resolve to maximize the productivity of viral vectors in HEK293 cells.